The GSM tracker
50 grams of worldwide traceability.
This small and light tracker can simply fit everywhere, enabling you
to locate and trace objects in practically any country of the world.

Its extremely low power consumption lets you operate for
months. And when battery is empty, it is rechargeable with a
standard mini-USB cable. The GSM tracker therefore reduces
handling costs to the minimum.
We did our best to give this tracker a nice and functional design.
But of course, if white isn’t your favorite color, it can be
customized with your own logo and branding.
The GSM tracker has been optimized to work at best with the
Kizy online tracking platform, the c oordination center for all your
tracking activities. In addition, a fully fledged API is available for
direct integration.

Very low power consumption
Its rechargeable battery makes the GSM

Easy handling
The only interface with the user is the on/off

tracker independent from all external energy
sources. Its very low power consumption lets it

switch and 3 LEDs on the front which display the
tracker’s status in an intuitive manner. Use the

operate for up to 1 year.

integrated fixing eyelet to attach the tracker to
any object with an ordinary strap.

Fits everywhere
Thanks to its compact dimensions and weight
under 50 grams, the GSM tracker can
accompany a wide range of objects: from a
container or a pallet down to a standard
envelope.

Branding & customization

Global coverage
Its integrated SIM card allows your tracker to

USB interface
Docking stations and proprietary connectivity

operate worldwide. Thanks to roaming
agreements with major telecom operators, we

interfaces are now a thing of the past. The GSM
tracker is rechargeable with a standard

cover over 95% of the world.

mini-USB cable. Even though you probably
already have a standard cable at your office,
every pack of trackers comes with a mini-USB
cable included.

Technical data sheet
Communication technology

GSM-2G

Communication protocol

proprietary

SIM card

embedded

I/O interface

on-off switch

3 LEDs (red, yellow, green)
mini-USB
Expansion slot
Battery type

I2C
Li-ion

tracking operation continues during charging
Accuracy

from about 200m up to 2 km
depending on tthe GSM network density

Typical battery life

From 6 months to 1 year

Casing

Non-flammable
White

Size (l x w x h)

100mm x 48mm x 9.8mm

Weight

< 47.5g

IP class

IP54

Certifications

CE & FCC

Sensors

Light
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If our standard white isn’t your favorite color, you

can customize the design of the tracker to
suit your needs and enhance your brand.

